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CHAPTER ______

1 AN ACT concerning

2 Public Utilities – Electric School Bus Pilot Program

3 FOR the purpose of establishing the electric school bus pilot program; requiring the Public
Service Commission to implement and administer the pilot program; authorizing
4 certain electric companies to apply to the Commission to implement a pilot program
5 if the pilot program meets certain standards; requiring a participating school system,
6 when deploying electric school buses, to consider criteria that benefit students who
7 are eligible to receive free and reduced–price meals; requiring a participating school
8 system to develop a certain plan for any school system employee affected by the pilot
9 program; authorizing certain electric companies to recover certain costs under a pilot
10 program in a certain manner, subject to the approval of the Commission; requiring
11 certain electric companies that apply to implement a pilot program to provide the
12 Commission with certain information; requiring the Commission to approve, deny,
13 or approve with modifications an application to implement a pilot program; requiring
14 a certain electric company, in consultation with each participating school system, to
15 submit a certain annual report on the status of the pilot program to the Governor,
16 the Commission, and certain committees of the General Assembly under certain
17 circumstances; requiring the annual report to include an evaluation of the
18 environmental and health benefits of the pilot program and the financial costs and
19 benefits of implementing the pilot program; establishing certain minimum and
20 maximum initial durations for a pilot program; authorizing the Commission to
21 expand the scope, deployment, program costs, and duration of a pilot program under
22 certain circumstances; defining certain terms; and generally relating to the electric
23 school bus pilot program.

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE MATTER ADDED TO EXISTING LAW.
[Brackets] indicate matter deleted from existing law.
Underlining indicates amendments to bill.
Strikeout indicates matter stricken from the bill by amendment or deleted from the law by
amendment.
BY adding to
Article – Public Utilities
Section 7–217
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2020 Replacement Volume and 2020 Supplement)

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND,
That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Public Utilities

7–217.

(A) (1) In this section the following words have the meanings indicated.

(2) “Electric school bus” means a school bus that is
powered exclusively by an electric motor that draws its current from
rechargeable storage batteries, which are recharged with electricity
from an electric vehicle charging station.

(3) “Electric school bus pilot program” means a pilot
program conducted by an investor–owned electric company under this
section.

(4) “Incremental administrative and operating costs”
means the amount by which the cost of administering and operating an
electric school bus program exceeds the cost of administering and
operating a diesel school bus program.

(5) “Incremental costs of purchasing and deploying
electric school buses” means the amount by which the costs of
purchasing and deploying electric school buses exceeds the costs of
purchasing and deploying diesel school buses.

(5) (6) “Interconnection equipment” means a group of
components or an integrated system that connects an electric vehicle
charging station with the distribution system of the investor–owned
electric company.

(6) (7) “Interconnection facilities” means facilities
required by the investor–owned electric company to accommodate the
interconnection of an electric vehicle charging station.
“(7) (8) “Participating school system” means a school system located within an investor–owned electric company’s service territory that:

(I) participates in an electric school bus pilot program under an agreement between its school board and an investor–owned electric company; and

(II) owns its school buses or contracts with another entity for school bus services.

(8) (9) “Program costs” means:

(I) any costs to deploy appropriate electric school bus charging infrastructure that are incurred by an investor–owned electric company in implementing an electric school bus pilot program; and

(II) rebates paid to a participating school system.

(9) (10) “Rebate” means an incentive provided by an investor–owned electric company to a participating school system that is equal to:

(I) the incremental costs of purchasing and deploying electric school buses to participating school systems; and

(II) associated the incremental administrative and operating costs incurred by a participating school system in implementing its electric school bus pilot program.

(B) (1) There is an electric school bus pilot program.

(2) The electric school bus pilot program shall be implemented and administered by the Commission and shall operate as provided in this section.

(C) An investor–owned electric company may apply to the Commission to implement an electric school bus pilot program if the pilot program is structured to:

(1) commence on or before October 1, 2022 2023, provide for the initial deployment of not less than 25 electric school buses with program costs not exceeding $50,000,000;
(2) PROVIDE FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF NOT FEWER THAN 25 ELECTRIC SCHOOL BUSES;

(3) PROVIDE FOR ELECTRIC SCHOOL BUS REBATES TO PARTICIPATING SCHOOL SYSTEMS;

(4) LIMIT TOTAL REBATES TO $50,000,000;

(3)(5) ALLOW THE INVESTOR–OWNED ELECTRIC COMPANY TO USE THE STORAGE BATTERIES OF THE ELECTRIC SCHOOL BUSES TO ACCESS THE STORED ELECTRICITY THROUGH VEHICLE–TO–GRID TECHNOLOGY;

(1) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN ITEM (6) OF THIS SUBSECTION, WITHOUT ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION TO THE SCHOOL SYSTEM FOR THE ELECTRICITY; AND

(II) AT TIMES WHEN THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOL SYSTEM DETERMINES THAT THE SCHOOL BUSES ARE NOT NEEDED TO TRANSPORT STUDENTS;

(6) ENSURE THAT AN INVESTOR–OWNED UTILITY THAT USES ELECTRICITY THAT A PARTICIPATING SCHOOL SYSTEM PROVIDES TO CHARGE AN ELECTRIC SCHOOL BUS BATTERY REPLACES THAT ELECTRICITY AT NO COST TO THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOL SYSTEM;

(4) AT TIMES WHEN THE SCHOOL BUSES ARE NOT IN USE; AND

(II) WHEN:

1. THERE IS A POWER OUTAGE OR EMERGENCY;

2. ENERGY DEMAND IS HIGH; OR

3. RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES ARE INTERMITTENT;

(4)(7) PROVIDE FOR THE SELECTION OF SCHOOL SYSTEMS THAT APPLY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PILOT PROGRAM ON THE BASIS OF APPROPRIATE FACTORS DETERMINED BY THE INVESTOR–OWNED ELECTRIC COMPANY WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE COMMISSION, INCLUDING THE LOCATIONAL BENEFITS THAT THE STORAGE BATTERIES OF SCHOOL BUSES ARE EXPECTED TO BRING TO THE INVESTOR–OWNED ELECTRIC COMPANY; AND
(8) Consider, in determining the appropriate factors under item (7) of this subsection, the health and economic effects on low-income and minority communities;

(5) (9) Provide and install the interconnection equipment and interconnection facilities for electric vehicle charging stations and train school personnel in the proper use of the equipment and facilities; and

(10) Equip each electronic school bus with lap and shoulder belts in accordance with recommendations from the National Transportation Safety Board.

(D) A participating school system shall:

(1) When deploying electric school buses, consider criteria that benefit students who are eligible for free and reduced-price meals; and

(2) Prior to the delivery of electric school buses, develop a plan for training and retaining any school system employee affected by the electric school bus pilot program.

(E) (1) Subject to the Commission’s approval, an investor–owned electric company may recover all reasonable and prudent program costs incurred under an electric school bus pilot program through a rate application to be reviewed and approved by the Commission.

(2) A rate application under this subsection shall include conforming changes to the participating investor–owned electric company’s applicable rate schedules.

(3) Subject to the Commission’s approval, the electric school bus pilot program shall become a regular rate schedule of the participating investor–owned electric company.

(E) (F) An investor–owned electric company that applies to implement an electric school bus pilot program shall provide to the Commission any information, data, and analysis that the Commission requires.
(G) The Commission shall approve, deny, or approve with modifications an investor–owned electric company’s application to implement an electric school bus pilot program.

(H) (1) An investor–owned electric company that establishes an electric school bus pilot program authorized by this section shall, in consultation with each participating school system, by February 1, 2023, and each year thereafter for the duration of the pilot program, report on the status of the pilot program to the Governor, the Commission, and, in accordance with § 2–1257 of the State Government Article, the House Economic Matters Committee and the Senate Finance Committee.

(2) The report required under paragraph (1) of this subsection shall include:

(I) An evaluation of the environmental and health benefits of the pilot program; and

(II) The financial costs and benefits of implementing the pilot program to the participating school system and the investor–owned utility, including:

1. The deployment, operating, and maintenance of the electric school buses; and

2. The use of vehicle–to–grid technology.

(H) (I) The initial duration of an electric school bus pilot program shall be at least 3 years and may not exceed 5 years.

(J) On the request of an investor–owned electric company, the Commission may authorize an expansion of the scope, deployment, program costs, and duration of the electric school bus pilot program.

Section 2. And be it further enacted, That this Act shall take effect October 1, 2021.